March 2019 Project
“Pottery Pouring Technique”

I’ve missed playing clay with you, so let’s enjoy some project time together!

This month’s project comes from Calder Ceramics and is an adapted potter’s take on doing the “fluid acrylic pour” … but we are going to use this technique on clay, with stains (or underglaze colors) and slip!

Notes From Tammy Jo: I see this project as something that can be incorporated onto whatever form you are currently working on in your studios. I’ve included the acrylic pour video as an alternative option for those using air dry clay and possibly inspire others in the possibilities not yet explored by this single video! Since I don’t have any stains in the studio, I’ve decided to alter the direction and try using my underglazes to color the slip and some varnish to create resist designs.

DIRECTIONS

1. Watch the Slip Pour Video Clip!  https://youtu.be/6No6olAFr_o
   (You may also be interested in watching the acrylic pour technique to see an example on a flat surface https://youtu.be/mCWvVD9xioE

2. Decide on the aspects of the video YOU would like to use for your project

3. Share your progress and concluding explorations with the team! It would be great to see photos and videos of YOUR learning journey with this project!  Enjoy the clay journey ~ Tammy Jo ~
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